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ABSTRACT
The Call ot The Wlld: Investigating The Relationship Between Adventure
Education. Character Development, And The College Curriculum

Klingman. Barbara Ann. Ed.D.
The College of William and Mary in Virginia, 1991
Advisor: Professor Jim Yankovich, Ed.D.
The purpose of this research was to investigate the potential
utilization of adventure education programs to provide an effective and
innovative alternative for er1hancing the college undergraduate experience.
Initial research consisted of performing an indepth study of higher
education's curriculum reform literature and studies and lite:rature on
adventure education programs. Specific components of the curriculum
refonn literature regarding character development were then correlated
with attributes discovered in the adventure education literature. The
interrelationship that developed provided a theoretical rationale from
which to propose that adventure education programs could indeed
addressed many of the objectives of the recommended curriculum.
The next step in the research was the implementation of a quasi
experimental study designed to see if an adventure education program
located in the traditional college curriculum was affecting the character of
the students involved Four character traits were targeted: responsibility,
self-acceptance, socialization. and tolerance. The California Psychological
Inventory was administered to the students during the first week of classes
and again thirteen weeks later to detect changes. The scores were studied
using the ANCOVA statistical method. None of the scores on the four
personality scales were found to be significant at the .05 leveL However,
the sensitivity of the instrument to detect changes over such a short period
of time was in question.
A qualitative. questionnaire administered along with the posttest did
reveal perceived changes in the character of the subjects. Confidence,
responsibility, interpersonal or social skills, and risk taking were strongly
perceived by the students as being positively affected by the their
participation in the adventure education course.
It was con~luded that adventure education programs could provide an
effective and innovative alternative for enhancing the college undergraduate
experience. Adventure education programs, possibly more then any single
incumbent program. have provided evidence in support of this claim. Their
implementation in the college curriculum should be considered.
Further study is needed in order to investigate the effectiveness of
adventure programs in various settings in the college curriculum and in
defining the specific components in the program that are responsible for
,positively affecting character development
viii
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The problem investigated in this study was the possible symbiotic
relationship

between

adventure

education

development, and the college curriculum.

programs,

character

This chapter covers the

fundamental need of this research, the intent or purpose of the particular
course of study conducted, the research questions that guided t.'le
investigation, the scope and limitations of this study, and concludes with
definitions of terms that might be peculiar to this research.

Higher education in the United States has always had its critics.
However, in relation to this research on curriculum needs , a historic
precedent was set in 1744. During a treaty conference the IndiEh"lS
rejected an offer for the education of their braves at the white man's
college. It is revealing to see the contrasting approach to education and
the low value that the Indians gave to something the Western world
prized so highly. The following statement. by an Indian spokesman at
the time,

~..1ggest

curriculum changes sounding much like adventt.L-e

· education. Their intention, as is the intention of educational reformers
2
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today, was to •make men• or the students.
We know that you highly esteem the kind or learning taught in

those colleges ... But you. who are wise, must know that different
nations have different conceptions of things: and you will not
therefore take it amiss. if our ideas of this kind of education
happen not to be the same with yours.
experience of it

We have had some

several of our young people were formerly

brought up at the colleges of the northern provinces: they were
inStructed in an your sciences: but, when they came back to us.

they were bad runners. ignorant or every means of living in the
woods. unable to bear either cold or hunger, knew neither how
to build a cabin. take a deer, nor kill an enemy. spoke our
·language imperfectly, were therefore neither fit for hunters,
warriors, nor councellors: they were totally good for nothing.
We are however not the less obligated by your kind offer.
though we decline accepting it; and, to show our grateful sense of

it. if the gentlemen of Virginia will send us a dozen of their sons.
we will take care of their education. instruct them in all we
know. and make men of them.
(Franklin, 1784)

The college undergraduate experience continues to be criticized
and there is, as always a demand for character development
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{Rudolph, 1977).

There is a basic need to define the affective

components in character formation that reformers would Hke to see
developed through the college curriculum and determine an effective
program that can be used for enhancing the undergraduate experience
in this area. College graduates should have the appropriate character

traits that societv
from thellL
. needs and emects
..
-

The integrity of the college curriculum is on trial The public is
questioning the ability of institutions of higher education to adequately
train graduates to be productive, contributing members of society.
Graduates are expected to be trained in a professional skill but they are
also expected to have developed exemplary character. This entails a

graduate who is culturally literate, has a sense of social responsibility,
has a developed set of values or ethics, and has good reasoning or

thinking skills (Association of American Colleges, 1985).

Those

graduates are highly valued who, not only can understand the latest
technology, but who can:

reason well, make calculated choices in

stressful situations, accept responsibility for those choices, and have the
confidence to e:Aplore the unknown (Lynton &

Elman~ 1987).

The

prolific number of reports lamenting the educational failures of the
Unlted States in the development of character show it to be a major
crisis (AAC, 1985; 1988). Chickering ( 1969), acknowledges t.l!e fact
that institutions of higher education do make a difference in the UveB of

their graduates but argues that effective strategies need to be developed
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if they want to exert maximum intluence.

Mahatma Gandhi, a late

Hindu religious leader and social reformer commented that •Knowledge
without character.• was one of the seven sins o! the world (cited in
Schoel & Stratton, 1900).
Studies and assessments are being made on various college

curriculums in an attempt to address these issues. Responding as they
traditionally do, colleges are struggling to change in response to public
pressure (Rudolph, 1917).

Colleges, however, are confronting more

than their customary reluctancy to change themselves {Kerr,

1982).

The overwhelming emphasis on the development of technical skills in
the curriculum. the abstract quality of the demands by educational
reformers, and the problem with measurement tools in the affective
domain have made it difficult to find a practical and concrete answer.
While the traditional curriculum is still attempting to answer these
concerns, there is a program, adventure education, which may prove to
be an effective and innovative alternative.
programs are expanding in scope and number.

Adventure education
Various population

groups are utilizilt..g adventure programs for the therapeutic benefit they
seem to provide.

The limited research on adventure education

programs indicate that certain socialization sldl1s and character traits
are being positively affected (Bertolami, 1981;

Gass, 1981).

The

programs may develop character traits which closely match many of the
socialization and integration skills that have been recommended

The
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success or failure of adventure educational programs in the affective
domain are not well doCi...ttnented &"ld more research is needed in this

area to explore the positive contributions that advent:u.."e education
programs could potentially make to the college curriculum.
To summarize, there is growing concern that colleges and
universities have focused on developing technical skills while
neglecting the development of student character. Graduates. therefore,
may not be fully contributing members of society. Adventure education
programs, on the otl1er hand, seem to be developing character. There
is a need for a study which correlates the character development being
called for in the higher education currit-ulum and the character traits
being developed in various adventil..--e· education programs. If there are
correlations, . then specific adventure education programs in higher
education should be studied to detennine what specific character traits
they can or de enhance in that setting.

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to determine if adventure education
programs could provide an effective alternative for enhancing the
college

undergraduate

experience?

The

study reviewed

the

documented effects and various locations and uses of adventure
educatiDn programs. It attempted to identify the current curriculum
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concerns in higher education that dealt with character development.
The results of these two studies were then compared to see if t.ltere was
a correlation between the components of character development
recommended for inclusion in the higher education curriculum and the
components

of character

that

adventure

education

programs

encouraged. An experiment was then conducted in order to provide
more specific information on a college level adventure education
program.

The effect of participation in a college level adventure

education course on selected character traits was qualitatively and
quantitatively studied. It was hoped that this research would increase
the knowledge of the effects of adventure education programs and their
potential contribution to the improvement of the college curriculum.

Research Questions

The following questions guided the development of this st'.Jdy.
Extensive research was done in an attempt tc a."lswer tl!ese questions
and thereby contribute a unique and practical solution to a prevalent
problem.
Can adventure education programs provide an effective alternative

for enhancing the college undergraduate experience?

1. What recommendations are being made concerning the
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development of student character in the higher education curriculum?
2. What character traits do adventure education programs claim
to develop?
3. Do

the

recommendations

concerning

the

character

development in the higher education curriculum correlate with the
character traits that adventure education programs encourage?
4. Can an adventure education course, located in the traditional
'$

college curriculum. influence the character development of the college
students involved?

Scope and Limitations

This section will describe the parameters around which the
research was conducted. There are many areas in higher education
that are under scrutiny and in need of reform. This study, however,
dealt only with the reports and recommendations made concerning the
development of character in students during the undergraduate
experience.

It should also be understood that the research and

recommendations in this study were specific and pertained only to
colleges and universities in the United States.
There has been limited research conducted concerning the
influence of adventure education programs on u."le character traits of
p&-ticipants. It is difficult to satisfy the scientific community with
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qualitative studies and quantitative studies are difficult to design for
research in the affective domain. Therefore, supportive quantitative
studies in this area were meager and were also limited in this research.
The experimental phase of this research was limited to studying
four character traits. These traits were chosen because: {a) they were
found in both the recommendations for improvements in the higher
education curriculum and in the list of character traits influenced by
partitipation !n adventure education programs, (b) they were targeted
as course objectives by the professor of the adventure education course,
and (c) an instrument was located capable of detecting the selected
traits in a quantitative method. The California Psychological Inventory
and anecdotal material was used to determine if student participation in
a college•s adventure education course caused any significant changes of
these character traits.
The experiment was limited to data gathered in two courses at
one highly selective small university. There was 44 subjects in the
experimental group and a similar number in the control group. There
was no way to provide for random sampling among the groups. The
initial character difference of someone who elected an adventure course
over a traditional, nonadventure physical education course was
considered when performing the analysis of covariance on the data.
This study did not take into account the effect that age, sex, race,
or any unaffiliated experiences might have had on the character
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development of the subjects.
The same

profess~r

taught both groups.

While this kept one

variable consistent. it brought with it the possibility that the influence
of a professor's philosophy and teaching style might override the
influence of different course material. Adventure education can mean
many things to many people and any instructor will have his/her own
objectives. An attempt was made to target only the character traits that
were both recommended for good student character and were included
in the objectives that the professor had set forth for the class. A change
· in character was, therefore, somewhat dependent on whether the
professor met the stated objectives for the course.
Quantitative documentation involving the affective domain is
difficult and there was a question as to whether the CPI instrument
would be sensitive enough to detect significant changes in character
that might occur during one semester.

Definition ofTerms

For the purpose of the present study, the following definitions will
be

~pplied.

Actual Risk - The real risk or true possibility of physical or
emotional harm resulting from the adventure. It cannot be definitely
predicted.

Effective leaders with good judgement can usually

distinguish the level of actual risk. If the potential injury would be
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minor or unlikely to take place then the actual risk is low.

If the

potential injury is likely to take place or could be extreme then the
actual risk is high.

Due to safety and liability concerns, adventure

education programs attempt to minimize the actual risk while allowing
the perceived risk to fluctuate.

Adventure Education Programs - Although programs vary grestly,

there are some universal traits. Programs usually include challenging
outdoor activities such as backpacking, rockcHmbing, rope courses,
biking, or canoeing, however, they do not simply deal with skill

instruction. These

activiti~s

serve as an educational tool and. with

apprDpriate leadership and instruction, will encourage individuals to
deal with challenges as part of an enjoyable adventure. Discussion with
the group after an activity has been attempted is often emplcyed as a

means of assisting in the learning transfer. The primacy responsibility
of the outdoor educator is to structure these experiences and Msist :!n
tb.e learning process so that it will encourage positive change in the
participants (Knapp). Adventure education does not directly cause the
change but it focuses on the need to change and provides a supportive
atmosphere for that

chang~

to take place (Miles & Priest, 1990). There

is usually an element of risk involved.

Though it is seldom a life-

threatening situation, the perceived risk. actual risk, stress, or

potential inconvenience is enough to foster an acute sense of awareness.
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Experiences are usually new and sldU is developed, but the emphuis is
on cooperation rather than competition.

There is often close

interaction between people in small groups (Metcalfe, 1976}.

The

situations encourage and often force individuals to rely on and accept
help from fellow participants. The nature of the activity often forces
individuals to: make a decision: take a risk: work together; trust
themselves, their equipment, or fellow personneL

Adyenture Games - This is the official university title of the

adventure education course used in this research.

The course is

designed to provide physical activity and challenging experiences.
Course work includes fitness and flexibility exercises, nontraditional
games, group initiative and trust activities, and ropes course elements.

Cbaracter Deyelo.pment - There is no universal description of
good character as it would depend on the distinctive qualities or
competencies

valued

by

a

particular

race

or

individual.

Recommendations for character development in higher education have
targeted various traits. They include the development of: a realistic
self-image, self-acceptance, confidence to explore the unknown. values
or

ethics,

critical

interpersonal skills.

thinking

skills,

social

responsibility,

and

Therefore, in the context of this research

.character development involv~s the formation in the affective domain of
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these attributes commonly accepted as positive.

College CurrirnJum - In this reaearch the term college cuniculum

is used to encompass the entire higher education experience.

It will

include the concept of the traditional curriculum. the hidden curriculum,
and student life experiences.

The traditional curriculum refers to

registered formal courses that have the explicit function of transmitting
knowledge of the subject matter.

The hidden curriculum consists of

implicit values taught to students. often unintentionally. through the
institution's rules. routines. and rituals of student/teacher exchanges.
Student life experiences refers to any programs, services. or facilities
provided to students to facilitate or enrich their college experience. This
could include freshmen orientation or resident life programs.

Perceived Risk - Perceived risk is the estimation of actual risk of
a.'l activity. Novices tend to have faulty estimations.

to overestimate, whlle reckless people

t~nd

Fearful people tend

to underestimate the risk.

The ai:tual risk hi adventure education programs is usually well below

wt.aat participants perceive. This allows for a safe ratio to develop
between the actual risk needed for completion of an activity and the
perceived risk which challenges the participant.

Ro,pes Course - Ropes courses are adaptations of military obstacle
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courses which involve a combination of high and low elements and
initiative activities.

Elements are ingeniously designed challenging

obstacles made from a variety of ropes, cables, trees, posts, swings,
tires, rings, and ladders. The participants are given the challenge to

climb, balance, swing, jump, and fall as they move on these obstacles
(Darst & Armstrong, 1980). The elements may be only a few feet above
the ground or fifty feet in the air. Students falling from low elements

are spotted &,d caught by fellow participants.

Students on high

elements ate tied and hooked into safety ropes and are belayed carefully
to the ground by classmates or instructors when they fall

To be

successful the participants must use a combination of strength, balance,
flexibility, ingenuity, cooperation, and courage.
Initiatives are usually physical challenges which demand group
participation and problem solving. A fantasy problem is presented and
solutions will vary depending en the combined talents in the group.
Initiatives are often used to develop decision-making, planning,
teamwork. and leadership skills (Rohnke,l977; Simpson, 1974).

Four specific character traits were studied in this research and
their intended meanings should be understood as they were measured
and defined in the Administrator's Guide of .the California Psychological

Wentoxy (Gough. 1981).
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Rapons!bWty (Re) - A person high in Re would be •responsible,
reasonable, and take duties seriously.a That person would not be •careless
or lazy or overly concerned with obligations.• Descriptivea associated with
this trait would be conscientious, dependable, and industrious (p. 8 & 60).

Self-acceptance (Sa) - A person high in Sa would have a •good
opinion of self, would see self as talented, and as personaltt attractive.•
That perenn would •not readily assume

bla~e

when

L"lir~s

Wfnt wrong or

think of others as much better" than self. Descriptives associated with
· this trait would be self-confident, outgoing, talkative, assertive, and
ambitious (p.6 & 57).

SociAHmtion (So) - A person high in So would •comfortably accept

ordinary rules and regulations and find it easy to conform.• That person
would not be rebellious, unreliable, cr nonconventional.

Descriptives

associated with this trait would be organized, stable, moderate, and
cooperative (p. 6 &: 61).

Tolerance (To)- A person high in To would be •tolerant of

othe~

beliefs and values, even when different from or counter to own beliefs.•
That person would not be prejudiced or suspicious of what others do or

say. Descriptives associated with this trait would be ~enable, insightful.
fair~minded.

and intelligent (p. 6 & 66).
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Chapter 2

Reyiew oCUterature

This review will take the reader through four general areas
relevant to this study and end with a critique which will bring together
all the information presented.

It begins by taking a step back and

exploring the concept of wilderness adventure and the history of pubHc
opinion and research on its character influencing nature.

Next,

contemporary adventure education programs will be covered.

This

section hopes to show how the rationale presented in the first section
led to the development of adventure education programs. It will also
depict the lineage of the adventure education program used in the
experimental part of this research. In the third section the various
types of adventure education programs found in higher education
institutions will be highlighted. This section provides the reader with a
better idea of the possible locations and organizational structures of

college level adventure education programs.

The fourth area to be

reviewed is the current state of affairs in the college curriculum.
Without regard to adventure education, this section will present the
shortcomings and recommendations made for improving the college
curriculum in order to enhance the cr£rScter of the college graduate.

The final section attempts to summarize the review and show e. logical
match between the curriculum needs of higher education and the fruits

16
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of adventure education programs.
Much of the adventure education research was based on programs
sponsored by Outward Bound Inc. and Project Adventure Inc.. These
adventure programs were chosen because of the international
reputations they have acquired as leaders in this field.

Additional

programs were cited if they were distinctive or representative of higher
education's involvement in the adventure education area.
The research concerning the college cuniculum reforms included
reports from the Association of American Colleges and from the
carnegie Councn en the Advancement of Teaching. These agencies are
well respected for their research and r.:porting of issues in higher
education and have recently published studies and recommendations on
cuniculwn issues.

These reports, along with other studies and

recom.'llendation from prominent leaders in the field, will be examined.
At the end of this literature review it is hoped that there will be a
better understanding of the goals, purposes, and uses of adventure
education programs. There should also be a better understanding of
the recommended goals of the college cuniculum in regard to
character development The final product of this descriptive analysis is
to correlate the findings in these two areas and develop a theoretical
rationale for using adventure education programs to enhance the
curriculum in higher education.
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Wilderness Adventure

It has not been easy for the human race to survive. Through
millions of years our ancestors have been challenged by all
kinds of trials and tribulations:

ice ages, saber-toothed

tigers, droughts, and diseases. If we are still here, it is
because they were able to develop a superb array of survival
tools, some of these are well known: our complex brain. our
nimble fingers, our ability to cooperate, and of course the
various technologies these made possible, ranging from the
taming of fire to the splicing of genes. But there is one

advantage we know less about, even though it must have been
indispensable to our ancestors in their long struggle to
survive in a IeySterious a11.d dar.geroUB environ."'lent This
advantage is the enjoyment we derive from exploring the
unknown and confronting the unexpected. ..•To survive in an

Wlpredictable and dangerous environment, human beings
must also enjoy a certain amount of novelty and danger.
(Mihaly & Isabella Csikszentmihalyl, 1990)

In agee past adventure and physical challenges were interwoven

into the very fabric of life. SurvivaL safety, peace, and growth required

.'>ne to deal with and overcome physical challenges. In the New World.
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fears ofwfid animals, savages. and spirits prompted the pioneers to see
it as their Christian duty to conquer the wilderness. tame the savages.

and tum the wild land into fields and cities. It was the ecclesiastic
purpose of the early American colleges to infuse God and civilization
into the paftan lands of the New World. It was therefore not surprising
to hear college personnel in the 1800's lamenting the fact that the
pioneers were

h~:co!!ling

depraved and degenerated as they went

further into the wilderness (Nash.1S71).

Yet. as society was winning its victory over the •detested•
wilderness, some individuals began preaching its value. Henry Thoreau

saw the wilderness adventure as one that would sharpen the intellect.
vitality. and toughness of individuals.

He wanted to combine the

physical and mental strength of the savage with the intellectual
strert_gth of the civilized

John Muir promoted the ability of the

wilderness to inspire and refresh.
over-civilized people are

~ousands

beginnh~

of tired. nerve-shaken,

to find out that going to the

mountains is going home• (Nash. 1971. p.140). Though this sounds as
if it was written for the 199Qis it was actually stated by Muir in 1898.
This change in public thinking. though not universal. could be

construed as the
this country.

beginnir~

of the adventure education movement in

It was the expansion of civilization that altered the

definition and concept of the wilderness adventure.

It was easier to

appreciate the dwindling wild land from the safety and security of the
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city. Hindsight also made it easier to see the character traits that had
developed in those who had wrestled

with

the

wilderness.

Contemporary researchers have shown the benefits that outdoor
recreation has for emotional, social. physical. intellectual, and spiritual
health (Breitenstein & Ewert, 1990).
Research by Cheryl Bertolami (1981) suggests that self-confidence
is developed when one is forced to rely on oneself in demanding

situations.

Physically challenging life threatening situations and

fonnalized.rites of passages may have provided this in the past Now
they are dimcult to find Todays society has limited contact with the
wilderness.

The advanced technology and the emphasis on passive

entertainment have all but eliminated natural adventure challenges.
Nevertheless, they may still be necessary for some groups.

Metcalfe

( 1976) proposes that subcultures, in their need for self-testing, develop

their own •ntes.• This could include killing their first deer, athletic
prowess, or experimentation with alcohol. drugs and crime. It is often
said that participants in these activities have a death wish. It may in

fact be a •ufe wish.• That is, they may really be looking for •self
definition through a greater involvement in existence• {Schreyer,
White, McCool. 1978).

Deyetqpment of Adventure Education Programs
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It is in this setting that adventure education programs have been
introduced and have been thriving. It was the concept that modem
education was not prepadr.g young people for the trials of life that
prompted

Kurt Hahn to develop the Outward Bound (OB) program.

The 08 program was among the first contemporary adventure education
programs and today is probably the best known.

Many current

programs are simply adaptations on its designs. BecaUP.e of OB's major
influence em the field, it is important to understand its histozy and
operating philosophy which is so often imitated in other adventure
education programs.
Kurt Hahn, a German in exile, began a school in Wales

emphasizing physical, emotional, and intellectual development He had
seen rich educated German people become depraved and evil due to
Nazi propaganda.

To keep this from recurring, he believed that

education should •prepare critical minds, avoid dogma and never assist
in indoctrination of the young" (Fletcher, 1971). During World War II

there was concern over the frightening number of young sailors who
were dying in sea disasters.

They seemed to lack the resolution or

persevering qualities of their older comrades.
spec~fic

Hahn developed a

program, Outward Bound (08), to train these 88ilors and

strengthen their mental toughness. lu"'tei the war, the OB school was

continued It was successful and more schools were opened. OVer
thirty schools have developed internationally since then. attesting to
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the effectiveness of the program (Fletcher, 1971). As it can be seen.
OB was initiated as a survival training program and it retains some of
that •charm.•

Its emphasis, however, is not on physical skills or

strengths but on the mental stamina needed to persevere. This selfdiscovery is developed through experiences. Rhudy (1979) describes
the program as placing people in a situation where survival is
dependent on their ability to continue

functionL~

mentally and

physically, and to work together as a group.
OB courses in America are held in every conceivable wilderness
condition.

S&lling, kayaldng, dogs!edding, mountain climbing, and

winter camping are just a few of the many offerings. In addition to OB's
standard course, there are also special programs for executives, women,
youth-at-risk. cancer patients, sexual assault victims, Vietnam veterans,
and alcohol and drug abusers (Outward Bound.1988).
In accordance with Hahn's educational philosophy some enduring
OB principles or guidelines have developed.

They are summarized

below:
1. Schools must be open to all
2. Students must be given the opportunity to discover self

3. Self-discipline, team work, adventure, physical hardship,
and some risk must be presented to the student

4. Develop character t..h_,ugh practical interest
5. Emphasize responsibility and compassion (Fletcher, 1971)
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Also, all OB

~urses.

regardless of environment or population,

believe in four fundamental theories. These theories are important
because they can form a foundation for development of any adventure
education program.
1. People can come to greater knowledge of themselves

through a direct encounter With a wilderness setting.
2. When people are forced to deal with an environment of

understandable stress, they come to grips with elements
in themselves that they may be able to tap at a later time.

3. Close involvement With other people through the

interaction that the Outward Bound small group structure
provides is an effective means for learning to deal with a
variety of different behaviors in oneself and in others.
4. Excitement and challenge are as ·much a part of the human

experience as are routine and ritual. In a world which is
becoming increasir'.,gly more complex, there is a definite
need for opportunities to experience adventure and
challenge in a fundamentaL almost visceral manner

(Outward Bound, 1984).
In order to satisfy these principles and theories OB courses utilize

a number of techniques.

Theee tecr.u-Jq-wes t.aave become essential

elements in most courses and include: a new environment for the
participant, group living experience, stressful conditions, success as a
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member or a group and as an individuaL and a separate Individual
experience or solo (Rhudy, 1979).

The positive effects of the OB

programs have been repeatedly documented.
Studies of participants in OB programs showed positive changes
in their selt-esteem, selt-confidence, and personal control (Fletcher,

1971; Dickey, 1978; Burton,1981; Bertolami, 1981).

Winkle, (1977),

also found increased levels of moral judgement. These changes were
attributed to the individuars •successful accomplishment of difficult
activities,

supportive group environment and

intense

personal

interactions, wilderness environment, and increased self-awareness
which included recognition of both strengths and weaknesses leading
to a more realistic self-image• (Bertolami, 1981).

In other words,

individuals forced to test their courage or resourcefulness in a
challenging yet supportive environment quickly become aware of their
abilities. They can then have confidence in their strengths.

They

cannot develop confidence in something they have not known.
Participants of adventure programs such as OB have often expressed
increased faith and cow-age i.&"l their own actions, more than they ever
imagined possible (Fletcher,l971; Koepke, 1973; Miles, 1978; Miles,
1986-87).

It would seem that these programs are providing the

needed opportunity for young adults to test themselves in a positive
fashion and experience the rite of passage.

Participation in adventure education programs have produced

· many other positive results. Research indicates that effects include
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•humility, a sense of wonder, maturity, connectedness with nature, and
a sense of personal, social, and natural history- (Miles, 1986-87, p.27).
Improved physical fitness is also an outcome of the experience (Miles,
1978;

Fletcher

1971).

Demanding

physical

challenges prompt

individuals to stretch to their full physical potential.

Adventure

education experiences are usually conducted with a small group and the
intense experiences in this setting break down social and psychological
barriers and encourage cooperation, trust, and socialization (Raiola,
1984).

The success of OB prompted the development or a prolific
number of adventure programs. To follow the lineage to the type of
program used in this research project (adventure education programs
located in the traditional college curriculum), the development of the
Project Adventure (PA) program must be reviewed

This program

started in 1971 at a Massachusetts high school with grant money from
Title III of the Elementary &~d Secondary Education Act. The proposru
called for the development of a program which could incorporate •some
of the educational concepts of Outward Bound to public education in

ways which were economically feasible and which included an academic
componenr

(Ro~'1ke,

1977, p 149). To accomplish this objective they

developed the •ropes course• (see defmition of terms). The program
became very popular, grew far beyond the local school district and also

became L."'lvolved wita"l teacher training and curriculum development
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Many colleges initiated ropes courses as part of their physical education

offerings when enthusiastic professors returned from PA workshops. In
1982, PA incorporated as a national non-profit organization. PA now

publishes bocks, offers many instructional workshops,

and its

recommendations on rope course construction and safety standards are
highly regarded in the field There are now many other groups and
companies that operate in this market However, project adventure h&s
become almost •a generic term to describe an experiential learning
program using a Challenge Ropes Course, initiative problems, and a
philosophy of group cooperation and individual challenge• (Project
Adventure, 1987, p.2).
Project Adventure's self-description is noticeably similar to
Outward Bound The following quote is taken from PA's promotional
brochure: •teaming programs that challenge people to go beyond their
perceived boundaries, to work with others to solve problems and to
experience success. Over 1 million people have used our approach to
realize increased self-confidence, develop leadership skills, disco~·er
the power of group cooperation, and learn to view obstacles as
opportunities for growth.•
~njcyable,

Their unique mission is to incorporate

supportive, and challenging adventures into as many settings

as possible. To

•anng the Adventure Home• (Project Adventure,

1988).

The evidence indicates that adventure education programs have
the ·potentially powerful ability to improve self-concepts and personal
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efficacy or self-actualization. Simpson, ( 1991) quotes others when he
sets forth that the development of these traits should be one of the
most important goals of education. Students need to have a positive
self-concept and a realistic awareness of their true abilities.

Adventure Education Programs in Hiih!!f Edt!catlon

...let him learn to hold himself easily and steadily in any
position. let him practice jumping and leaping, climbing
trees and walls. Let h~m always find his balance, and let his
every movement and gesture be regulated by the laws of
weight, long before he learns to explain them by the
science of statics....Teach your scholar to observe the
phenomena of nature: you will soon rouse his curiosity, but
ifyou would have it grow, do not be in too great a hurry to

satisi}r his curiosity. Put the problems before him and let
him sclve them himself. Let him know nothing because you

have told him, but because he has learned it for himself.
Let him l'lot be taught science, let him discover it If ever
you substitute authority for reason he will cease to reason.

he will be a mere plaything of other people's thoughts.
(Rousseau. 1762/ 1957)
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Some individuals in higher education are no longer lamenting the
degenerative effects of the wilderness on character, as they did in the
l800,s, but are instead utilizing the wilderness in adventure education
programs designed to meet their specific needs.

This section will

briefly review where adventure education programs are currently being
utilized in higher education curriculums.

There are basically three

different areas where adventure education programs are found. These
will be labeled: off campus contract courses, traditional curriculums,
and student life departments.
With contract courses, schools allow students to

receive

independent study or field credit for participation in an approved
adventure education program which is operating independently of the
institution. Outward Bound is a major recipient of these students as
over 150 educational institutions have given academic credit for various
OS courses.

One worthy of note is the course, •A Second

Chane~:

Recharging for Re-entry into Higher Education,• which is designed
especially for the college dropout

The course includes adventure

activities and underscores issues such as values clarification and stress
management Three college credits are available through Northeastern
University (08,1988). Programs such as Outward Bound and Project
Adventure also provide professional training courses to instruct future

teachers, social wo:i<ers, probation officers, and counselors in the use
of outdoor adventure challenges in their particular field of study
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(08, 1988; PA, 1988).

These t:aining workshops have also educated

many instructors who have returned to their. institutions and
n-.troduced an adventure education program.
In the traditional curriculum adventure education programs are
most often found in Recreation or Kinesio!ogy departments.

The

therapeutic recreation area may offer classes in the use of adventure
education or adventure based counseling. The kinesiology department

ma-t offer adventure activities such as backpacking,

rockclimbing, ropes

courses, and camping and concentrate not only on skills but on
adventure education principles.

The same department may also

provide a more involved outdoor leadership or adventure programing
course and there are a few which offer an emphasis in outdoor
education (Northern Illinois & Texas A&M).
The third area. the student life department. has made the
greatest use of adventure education programs.

Adventure based

freshmen orientation programs have been the mcst visible.

Im.

Cbronicle of Higher Education (Collison. 1989) reported on the
accomplishments or the University of Puget Sound's outdoor adventure
freshmen orientation and noted the success of similar programs at such
places as Dartmouth and the University of California at Santa Cruz.
Earlham College, a Quaker affiliated college in Richmond, Indiana. also
has

a notable freshmen orientation program called the 111Pre-term.11 In

1970, armed with a $100,000 grant from the Readers Diges;t
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Foundation, administrators at Earlham College studied Outward Bound,
the National Outdoor Leadership school, and Prescott College and
developed thdr own month-long orientation program. The president

of the college at the time, Dr. Bolling, who later became the President
of the Council on Foundations, gave his support to the project and
thought the program demonstrated its value and ability to fit into a
college cuniculum (Miner & Boldt,1981).
Martha <YKeefe ( 1989) conducted a study assessing the various

wilderness· orientation programs around the countly.

This study

indicated that these programs had goals and objectives very similar to
those that had been recommended in recent studies on higher
education cuniculums.

Other studies done on various wilderness

adventure orientation programs indicated that these programs
enhanced decision-making skills and goal setting abilities.

They

encouraged freshmen to assume responsibility for themselves and their
deeisions. They also helped freshmen understand their strengths and
weaknesses in dealing with stress (Bertolami, 1981; Gass, 1983, 1987;
Raiola, 1984; Smith, 1984). It would seem that wilderness orientation
programa for freshmen have the potential to become a major area of
involvement for adventure programing in higher education.
Prescott College is covered briefly now because it is an
extraordinary model of a college which has integrated adventure
edueation into every area of its curriculum. It was founded in 1956, on
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the belief that •through the medium of the

mountah~,

the sea, canyons

and rivers, the qualities of style, compassion, integrity, responsibility,
and leadership can be fostered and encouraged• (Miner &: Boldt. 1981).
The college president. a trustee, and the Physical Education director
had all been involved with Outward Bound. There is no doubt that this
program greatly influenced the college•s development, largely shaping

its famous Physical Education and freshmen wilderness orientation
programs. The college went through some difficult financial times. It
has emerged smaller and reorganized but maintains its reputation for

experiential learning and its concentration on environmental issues. It
has been said that Prescott College is most appealing to the students
because it is adventurous (Magner, 1991).

Current State of Affairs in the College Curriculum

We like to say that we send children to school to teach
them to think. What we do, all too often, is teach them to
think badly, to give up a natural and powerful way of

thinking in favor of a method that does not work well for

them and that we rarely use ourselves .... instead they learn
how to get out of things...[this is] the real failure that takes

place in schools. (Holt. 1967, foreword)
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In a study sponsored by the Carnegie Foundation for the

Advancement of Teaching. Boyer (1987, p.283) found that what the
colleges seemed to excel at teaching was- •competence.• However, it
was •competence in meeting schedules, in gathering information. in
responding well on tests, in mastering the details of a special
field. ...Students come to campus at a time of high expectancy. And yet.
all too often they become enmeshed in routines that are deadening anc!

distracting.• Jencks and Riesman ( 1967, p.63) stated that •the most
important thing learned in college may not be physics or history but the
importance of credentials and the art of acquiring ta1t:m.• Students
then pursue certification instead of knowledge.

Instruction and

learning become limited to quantifiable domains.
Boyer (1987, p.91, 280) encourages the use of active teaching by
faculty and active learning by the student. He also sees room for
improvement in the articulation between the college curriculum and
the studenes responsibility to society.

Boyer states,

-To deny our

relationship with one another and with our common home, Earth, is to
deny the realities of existence... What we need today are groups of wellinformed. caring individuals who ban together in the spirit of
co~unity

to learn from one another, to participate, as citizens, in t.~:

democratic prccess.11 Boyer supported a general education requirement
that would L'lcrease a student's concern for humanity. Three of the
seven areas in his recommended general education component are
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pertinent to this review. One proposed area was •identity' which dealt
with understanding self, developing judgement, determining life's
purpose, and accepting obligations. 'Work" was another area and it
covered the value of work and leisure time. •Nature• was an area which
stressed the relationships between science. technology. and ecology.
The areas of identity and work are not traditionally covered in the
college curriculum and though the sciences are well accounted for
there is little emphasis on their relationships.

A broad. more

interdisciplinary approach is needed to satisty these components if they
are accepted.
The Association of American Colleges released a report in 1985
entitled •Integrity in the College Curriculum: A Report to the Academic
Community.• The report listed nine educational requirements that
were seen as essential for developing good •life-time" learning skills
and recommended that they be provided through the college
curriculum.

The following three

11

educational requirementS' are

pertL"lent to this review:

1. To reason well. to recognize when reason and evidence are

not encug!".., to discover the !egitift"'acy of L'ltt..rltio!"-..
2. They must make real choices. assume responsibility for their

decisions. be comfortable with their own behavior and know
why. They must embody the values of a democratic society in
order to fulfill the responsibilities of citizenship...
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3. Any subject. if presented liberally, will take students into a
world beyond themselves. make them again and again
outsiders. so that they may return and know themselves
better.

These recommendations call !or more than just certification.

They advocate changes in teaching methods and objectives. Students
must be taught to think. to make decisions. and to become socially
responsible. They need to learn about themselves. what do they truly
value and why? Rudolph. ( 1977) has said that interest in character and
value developm"-nt in college has risen and fallen over the years but that
it has always remained somewhere in the cuniculum. It would seem
that at the present it is on an ascending tract Are colleges instituting
programs to address this issue?
There is a growing demand for colleges to prepare graduates who
have more than technical expertise. It has been noted that various
socialization and integration skills have been missing from the
repertoire

or most college graduates (Bok.

1986; Boyer, 1987). Lynton

and Elman ( 1987) see the need for colleges to encourage moral

development and to increase the student's understanding of the ethical
and human issues involved. They promote experiential education as
one method to accomplish this task.

It provides students (and

_professors) with a concrete link to the realities of the world. It also
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allows for adaptation and flexibility in the curriculum (Witucke, 1986:
Wartgow, 1986). More importantly, it provides an excellent learning

medium. When compared with traditional passive learning methods,
vivid experiences are far easier to remember (Holt, 1967}.
One final area that will be briefly mentioned in this review is
Weathersby's ( 1981) theory of ego development Her premise is that
higher stages of ego development allow for increasingly sophisticated
frames of reference in which to understand and respond to
experiences.

She encourages supportive but challenging teaching

· methods which force students to develop alternative thought processes.
Exposure to new people, new environments, or challenging situations
would increase students' tolerance for ambiguity and decrease their
stereotyping behavior. Validation or acceptance from others at higher
stages would also promote advancement This would support the need
for developing courage and community as part of the curriculum in
higher education.

The similarity between her suggestions and the

process of adventure education mentioned earlier in this paper is
striking. Could one not support the other?

Sumrnaty

The previous review, while not exhaustive, covers the basic areas
of concern to this study and stimulates the desire for further research.
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The research conducted and the continuity cf adventure education
programs with distinctive character building goals supports the
premise that they are indeed fulfilling their mission.

The

overwhelming positive comments from students, instructors, and those
associated with adventure programs, both in and out of higher
education, are also good indicators of program effectiveness and
positive character development Outward Bound and Project Adventure
are two well respected programs very committed to the principles and
objectives of adventure education. Their amazing growth and popularity
attests to the etTectlveness of their curriculum and the demand for their
type of training.
Research on the curriculum needs of higher education indicate

many objectives that are identical to those of adventure education
programs. Boyer's ( 1987} call for active learning, group and community
experiences that encourage responsibility, and his general education
areas (identity, work. and nature) all seem tailor made for fulfillment in
adventure programs. The recommendations from the Association of
American

Colleges

which

concern

decision-making,

assuming

responsibility, self-awareness, and thinking skills also seem plainly
evident in adventure education programs. Interest in Weathersby's ego
development

theocy (1981)

and

its

implication on

character

development is yet another area where there are ties between the
recommended curriculum and the outcomes of adventure education
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programs.

It seems logical to propose that if adventure education

programs etTectively develop particular character traits, and colleges
are being asked to produce graduates who have these particular
character traits, then colleges should consider incorporate adventure
education programs into their curriculum.
The key word is •if.• Research is needed in order to erase the

•if.a

Studies on adventure education programs located in the traditional

curriculum of higher education are limited due to a lack of researchers
in this area and the limitation of documenting results in the affective
domain. It is the intention of this researcher to cut away a small part of
the •if! The remainder of study will target four specific personality
characteristics that are both recommended for inclusion in a college's
curriculum objectives and shown to be influenced by adventure
education programs.

It will attempt to

~er

the fourth research

question and prove whether cr not a college level adventure education
course, located in the traditional curriculum, influences the character
development of the student participants.
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Procedures

The ultimate purpose of this study was to determine whether
adventure education programs could provide an effective alternative for
enhancing the college undergraduate experience?

This chapter

presents a description of the procedures or methods used in this study.
The research presented in this dissertation followed two lines of
procedures.

Both a descriptive and an experimental model were

employed.
First a theoretical basis was established for proposing adventpre
education as an alternative solution to some of the problems of the
higher education curriculum. Initial research consisted of performing
an indepth study of higher education's curricUlum reform literature and

studies published on adventure education programs. The second line of
research focused on an experimental study designed to see if an
adventure program located in the traditional college curriculum was. in
fact affecting the character of the participants.
The product of the initial extensive study was included in the
literature review and was utilized to answer the first three research
questions.
1. What recommendations are being made concerning the

. affective domain in the higher education curriculum?
38
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2. What affective components do adventure education programs

claim to develop?

3. Do the recommendations concerning the affective components
in the higher education curriculum correlate with the affective

components that adventure education programs encourage?
When studying the curriculum recommendations in the
education

area.

~Jgher

the research focused on reports published by the

Association of American Colleges, ( 1985, 1988) and books written by
Bok.

( 1986),

Boyer,

{1981), and Lynton and Elman. {1987).

Recommendations for higher education are a matter of speculation and
the tradition of autonomy and the various missions in

th~

higher

education system assures that they will not be universally accepted.
However, the above sources were cited and given validity because of the
respected reputation and leadership they enjoy in the field of higher
education.

Repo!'ta on deficiencies and corresponding exhortations

were reviewed.

In keeping with the scope of this study, only those

recommendations dealing with the need for character development in
college graduates were included in this research.
Defining the scope of the character development of participants
in adventure education progra"DS was problematical.

The pft)grams

have proliferated because of popular demand without the support of

extensive scientific confirmation.

There is no definitive work or

. authority in this area and the research conducted in the affective
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domain is often denounced as ambiguous.

Therefore, to establish

validity, convergent research was utilized whenever possible. In all but
three cases, attributes reported in this study were supported by the
findings of two or more researchers.
The information that was gathered concerning the curriculum
recommendations and adventure education programs was then
synthesized. This information is presented in summary form in chapter
4, table 4.1 and 4.2. Common attributes associated with both areas
were then carrelated.

Table 4.3 was developed to depict the

interrelationship between both sets of attributes. This table can also be
found in chapter 4.
Once the first three research questions were answered an
experimental study was designed. Its purpose was to gather specific
information on adventure education programs located in the traditional
college curriculum. The product of this study was intended to answer
the fourth research question.
4.

can an adventure education

course, located in the traditional

college curriculum, influence the character development of the college
students involved?
The description of this experimental design is presented in this
chapter and includes a discussion of {a) sample selection, (b) treatment.
(c) instrumentation, (d) experimental design. and (e) ethical safeguards.
A summary of all procedures will be included at the end of the chapter.
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Samnl!

The research took place at a small, highly selective university in
Virginia.

The subjects in this experiment were students in two

adventure education courses and one aerobic exercise course. These
courses were taught by the same professor in the Kinesiology
department during the spring semester of 1991. The control group
consisted of forty-three students who participated in the aerobic
exercise class. All were female, with an age range of 19-22 years old
and a mean age of 21.5. The experimental group consisted of the fortyfive participating students in the adventure education courses. There
were 22 females and 23 males, with an age range of 18-25 years old and

a mean age of 22.9.
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Table 3.1

Demographic Characteristics of Subjects

Total Sample Size • 88

Categocy

Control

Treatment

Course

Aerobic Exercise

Adventure Games

43

45

43 Females

22Females

Non Return of

CPl Instrument

23 Males
Range 19-22

Range 18-25

Mean 21.5

Mean 22.9

37

37

N on Return of
QtwUtative Instn'ment
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Treatment

The aerobic exercise class formed the control group.

It was

similar to the adventure education course in that it was an elective
activity class which fulfilled one of the college•s Kinesiology
requirements. Course objectives include developing aerobic fitness and
acquiring cognitive knowledge concerning healthy living habits, fitness
evaluations,

and

exercise

routines.

The

participants

spent

approximately 1 and 1/2 hours per week exercising to music, power
walking outdoors, or lifting weights.
The adventure education course was considered the treatment
group.

The objectives for the class included development of

communication skills, leadership, realistic self-appraisal, physical
fitness, and positive attitudes. For two hours" per week subjects in this
course participated in challenging group initiative problems, played
crazy nontraditional games, and went through the high and low

elements of the ropes course.

Instmmentation

the tour character traits of the subjects.

It was administered in a

pretest-poettest design. As a measurement tool the CPI claims only to
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predict how people may act in a given situation and to identify how
others may evaluate or describe a particular subjecrs character traits.
It makes no claim to define or assess character traits. The CPI is self-

administering and generally requires one hour to complete the 462
questions. The insi:rument can be usf!d to appraise 20 "folk concepr- or
character traits but for the purposes of this study only four:

self-

acceptance, responsibility, socialization. and tolerance, were evaluated.
In a sample of 400 college students, reliability coefficients (alpha) for
the four scales were found to be as follows;

self-acceptance, 0.52;

responsibility, 0.71; socialization, 0.71; and tolerance, 0.68. The long
term reliability for the CPI is said to be below the optimal level but still
adequate for stability.

Validity research for the CPI conducted on

college students under minimal motivation condition produced an
invalidity rate of 4.2 percent for male students and 0.8 percent for
female students. On large-scale ordinary testing the overall invalidity
rate for the CPI was determined at 1.7 percent (Gough, 1987).
Due to questions concerning the CPI's possible lack of sensitivity
to indicated changes in character over such a short period of time, an
additional instrument was utilized to aid in the data collection.
questionnaire was

formulated

A

to gather anecdotal information

of this questionnaire was not tested, however, it was not utilized nor
.analyzed as a statistically significant instrument. Its purpose was only to
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contribute qualitatively and descriptively to the analysis of the two
groups. The questionnaire was administered with the posttest and
included seven open-ended questions dealing with the subjects
perceived expectations, memories, and sense of significance attached
to the class experience. There were also eight directional scales which
set up opposing behaviors that were related to the targeted personality
characteristics. The subjects had three choices for each scale. They
were asked to indicate if participation in the course had influenced
their behavior towards one direction or the other on the scale or if they
did not perceive a change. A sample of the questionnaire can be found
in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2
Posttest Questionnaire

Please srwwei the followi!JI questions to the best of your ability.
1. What did you expect ~o learn in tl'lJs class?

2. Did you learn anything you did not expect, if -yes- what was it?
3. Did you learn anything in this course which has helped you in other areas
of your life,
if ayes• what was it?

4. What do you think you will remember about this course two years from

now?
5. If you could repeat any experience, emotion, or feeling what would it be.
why?
6. Do you fr.Jnk this course was a significant part of your college experience,
why or why not?

7. Do you think this couree has changed you? If yes, in what way? If no. why
not?
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Table 3.2 (continued)
In order to evaluate your perception of any personality change that might
have occurred as a result of participation in this class, would you please rate
yourself on the following items. If you feel you have moved in one direction or
the other on the scale please indicate it by circling the appropriate character
description. If you feel you have not changed substantially in either direction
circle •No Change.•

:loehuft
BoChuge
Hoehuft
Roehuge
HoCh&nft

Often thiDlcs others Ut bettu

Less eoneuntcl Yith obliiUions I
ciztia

Rlsim zules ancl ~ations

~of :rules and nfllations

rindsittUJto~

rinds it hucl to con!o:rm

mtoluut of d:ifftnnt nlua

t.ncl btiiefs
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Experimental Desien

In an attempt to show the effect that an adventure education
course might have on the character traits of college students as
compared to an aerobic exercise class. a pretest-posttest design was
applied. It was administered during the .first week of classes in January
and

again a week and a half before classes ended in April In order to

further increase internal validity, courses were chosen which allowed
the same professor to instruct all participants.

The instructor

encouraged the students participation in the study but no positive or
negative incentives were offered. The subjects were informed that they
were under no obligation to volunteer for this study and that they could
withdraw from the study at any time. The subjects were told that the
CPI instrument was identifying personality characteristics but were not
infonned as to which characteristics were being targeted. The answer
sheets were collected anonymously using a personal code in order to
match the pretest with the posttest
A class period was devoted to explaining and administering the
pretest

The posttest interval was less formal and students were

allowed to work on the instruments during class or take them home to
complete. While not ideal, this method of administering the posttests

was empioyed in order to avoid the loss of another class period.
Each CPI answer sheet was scored and pretest and posttest
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scores were matched for each subject. The homogeneity of regression
was calculated within an acceptable range. A 2 x 2·. repeated measures
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was then computed for each of the four
dependent variables, self-acceptance, socialization, tolerance, and
responsibility. An ANCOVA was utilized in order to adjust for the initial
differences in scores that may have existed between the subjects
electing the adventure games course and the subjects electing the
aerobic exercise course. The alpha level for the analysis was set at .05.
There was some concern that the CPI would not be sensitive
enough to measure changes in character over such a short period of
time.

Since qualitative information is often used to capture subtle

influences that are lost in quantitative measured, a questionnaire was
designed and administered along with the posttest This qualitative
questionnaire consisted of seven open-ended questions and eight items
on a directional scale,

It was hoped that these questionnaires,

completed by all the subjects, would expose any self-perceived effects of
participation in the course.
analyzed.

The questionnaires were qualitatively

Reasonable speculations were then made based on the

information compiled and anecdotes, taken from the survey. were
included in the results in order to help describe the perceived
responsiveness of the subjects to the course content
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Ethical Safeg'"rtfe

The nature of this research was not very intrusive.

However,

since it did involve working with human subjects, there were some
ethical safeguards to consider. Participation in a research study should
not impose any undue physical or psychological risk for the subjects.
While it could be argued that the treatment or course content involved a
certain amount of risk for the subjects, it was a risk that the subjects
had freely elected to assume by initially registering for the course.
Participation in this research project did not heighten or lessen this
inherent risk.

Any additional risk to the subjects caused from

participating in this study were diminished by adhering to the following
guidelines.
1. The research proposal was submitted to the School of

Education's Human Subjects Research Committee. Their approval was
received before any data was gathered.
2. Participation in the study was completely voluntary with no

sanctions being imposed on those who did not wish to participate. The
instructor encouraged participation but did not in any way record who
did or did not complete the testing instruments.

3. Subjects could withdraw frcm the study at any time without
fear of repercussions.

Some subjects did not complete the posttest

instrument or the qualitative survey form. During the course of the
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semest~·.

some subjects elected to withdraw from the class completely.

In either case, their pretest scores were dropped and not computed
with the results.

4. Confidentiality was maintained throughout the data gathering

and reporting process.

All data was gathered anonymously and

individuals were not singled out. as only group sUmmary data was used
A personal code was used Olh'y so that the pretest could be matched to

the posttest
5. The data gathering techniques did not involve any physically or

psychologically threatening procedures. The Cslifornia Psychological
Inventory and the survey questionnaire were not overly intrusive or
stressful

S~offToceduoces

In 8UJJUD8l'Y, both a descriptive and an experimental model were
employed. Initial research consisted of performing an indepth study of
higher education•s curriculum reform literature and studies published

on adventure education programs.

This research correlated specific

components of curriculum reform in higher education with attributes of
adventure education programs. This we:: done in order to

t;~i:ablish

a

theoretical rationale for utilizing adventure education programs to
enhBnce the higher education curriculum.
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The second lin= of research con.'Jisted of an experimental study
designed to determine if an adventure education program located in the
traditional college curriculum was affecting the character development
of the participants. Socialization. tolerance, responsibility, and selfacceptance were targeted.
Research was conducted at a small highly selective Virginian
university during the spring of 1991.

The experimental group

consisted of students in adventure education courses. Students in the
aerobic exercise class made up the control group.

The California

Psychological Inventory was administered to the students during the
flrst week of classes and again thirteen weeks later to detect character
changes.

Scores on four scales were studied using the ANCOVA

method. A qualitative questionnaire was also administered along with
the posttest to uncover perceived character changes of the subjects.
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Chapter 4
Analysis ofResults

This chapter will compile the results from the descriptive studies
on curriculum reform in higher education and the effed of adventure
education programs on the character traits of participants. It will also
present the results of the statistical analysis of data and the anecdotal
information obtained from the study of an adventure education program
located in the traditional college curriculum.

The results will be

reported as they apply to the research questions stated in the first
chapter.

Research Question One

What

recommendations

are

being

made

concerning

t~e

development of student character in the higher education curriculum?

Research question one related to curriculum reform.

research indicated tbat there is concern with the

The

ch&~cter

development of college students. A study of recent reports, documents,
and books revealed specific recommendations for the reform or
improvement of college et.m'iculums and provided the answer to the
first question. There is a desire for colleges to do more then train

53
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professionally competent technicians. Reformers have asked for active
learning with group exper!ences that encourage social responsibility,
ethical development, and interpersonal skills.

Graduates need self-

confidence, they must develop a realistic and healthy self-image. T"ney
must learn how to think. develop alternate thought processes, and be
challenged to go beyond their set tolerance levels. Table 4.1 provides
a summary of the recommendations and the individuals or agencies who
proposed them.
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Table 4.1
Cbaracter Traits Recommended
For Development Ihrouah The HiSher Education Cunicu1um
Advocate' of Reform

Recommendations

I.Jnton A Elman, 1981

bnontn&l ']'btnld'-"f~

Assoc:. of Amui~ Coll lts (&AC).. 199!5

Dleision M~Sldlls

Respcmsibility
Mon.! anc:llthieal Denlclpmtnt

W.thenby,l981

RM.listie Self-Image

AAC198!

Self.Testin(

~1987

Icimtitf

Sodalia.tion
Social Rasponsibility
In~tion

Into Sodety

~oulU:p ~e:a:

Work I IAi:lml and
Sei~:G I

Toebologr /lkolcgy
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Researcb Question Two

What character traits do adventure education programs claim to
develop?

Research question two dealt with the claims of adventure
education programs to positively affect L'1e character traits of their
participants. In studying the accumulated research in this area it was
evident that the experience of an adventure education program was
powerful enough to affect the character traits of a significant number of
participants. In answer to research question two. a number of specific
character traits heve been identified which seem to be positively
influenced by participation in an adventure education program.
Participates overwhelmingly developed an increased self-confidence. a
more realistic self-image. improved decision making skills. and a
greater sense of responsibility.

Trust. cooperation. and ethical

development were enhanced which relates to improved socialization
skills. Table 4.2 provides a summary of the main researchers in this
area and the character traits that were found to be positively influenced

by participation in an adventure education program.
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Table 4.2

Cbaracter Traits Develo.pt=d.ln..
Participants OfAdyentl.ge Education ProimmA

Researcbers

Traits Developed

But&lomi. 1981J a., 1988 & 19S1;
wole. 1~ Smith. lSM
Rrrplnp"bUity

Goal Slttint

Butelomi. 1981J auton 1981J
Didcty, 191& lltteh~ 1911J
lo.pkt, lS?a. Mil~ 1978 8: lSB'b

Butolamt 1981J Go.u. 1988 a: 1987
Mtte&l!t, 19S7J Raiole, 19841
Smith.l984

Mil~

1981; nctcher, 1911

Aetin E:periential !alc:ation
Physic:t.lldu.cation

.Appzeciation of Relt.tionshlp kvac
Sdm~fl'ochno1ogyJEco~

Sense of Wonder/BUmilitl'~

Inwpesonal Sldlls
(Trust & Cooperation)
Scci~tion

Sldlls
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Researcb Question Dlree

Do the recommendations

con~eming

the character development in

the higher education curriculum correlate with the character traits that
adventure education programs encourage?

Research question three dealt with developing the interrelationship
between the refonns being advocated for the curriculum in higher
education in regard to character development and the positive changes
in the character of participants in adventure education programs.
Research on the curriculum needs of higher education indicated many
objectives that were identical to those of adventure education programs.
By comparing the research generated by both areas many correlation

were established which lent support to a theoretical rationale which
proposes that there are many areas where an adventure education
program could enhance the recommended college curriculum. Table
4.3 summarizes the common components.
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Table 4.3
Correl.ation Of CoUeee CuniruJum Recomniendations
With Cha,.-acter Traits Attributed to Adventure Education

Curriculum Reformers

Cou.mon Cbaracter Traits

Lynton a: llmu. 1987
Assoc. of Am.uic:an Colli(U
(AAC).198!!5

Reasoning I Thinlcing Skills
Dlc:ision Ma.lcin( Skills

Adventure Educators
Buttlomi, 1981: ~ 198S.87'

Raiol.. 19841 Smith. 1984

R~?nsibilhy

Mon.! anc! Ethic:al Denlap.

Butaloml. 1981: :8Qrton, 198l:
m~ 1m nttc:her. 1971.1
!oeplc-. lS?eJ Milu. 19?9. 1987;

Chielctrinf 1969
Weuhenby. 1981
LAC 1985
Boyar, 1987

AAC, 1985

Boyer. 1987
Bol<, 198S

RtaUstic: Stlf·Imagt
Self.Testing

Bertt.lomi. 1981; Gul. 1989, 1987;
Matc:alf~t.

1987; Raio1.. 1984

Ic!mtity

Smitll, 1984

Sodo.liEation
Intupersonal SkillJ
Soc:W Rclsponsibility

Raiola., 1984
Fletchu, 1971

Boyar, 1987
Holt, 1987

Wutgov, 198S
'Witucke, 1988

:eo,v, 198'7

Rll~&nrea.
Sden~,11'echnologr/

Ecology
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Research Question Four

Can an adventure education course, located in the traditional
college curriculum, influence the character development of the college
students involved?

Research question four was addressed through an experimental
study conducted on specific courses located in the traditional college
curriculum.

The treatment group coru:isted of 45 students in an

adventure education course and the control group consisted of 43
students in an aerobic exercise course. A pretest 1 posttest design was
used and four scales of the California Psychological Inventory (self
acceptance, responsibility, socialization. and tolerance), were targeted
An open ended questionnaire was also administered with the posttest
to assist in capturing self-perceived changes.

The basic statistical

description of these two groups in regard to the four scales can be

fou..'ld in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5. An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)
was then conducted on each trait

Four null hypotheses were

constructed to test whether there was a significant difference (p = .05)
in the development of the four traits between the treatment adventure
education class and the control aerobic exercise class.

The first null hypot.lt:sis stated:
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There will be no significant difference (p

:a

.05) between

the two groups on the development of responsibility as
measured by the Cslifornia Psychological !nventocy.
Ananalysis of the data. summarized in Table 4.6, indicated that
there was no significant difference between the groups at the .05 level
of significance. The significance of F was .137. The null hypothesis
was not rejected.

The second null hypothesis stated:
There will be no significant difference (p • .05) between
the two groups on the development cf self-acceptance as
measured by the California Psychological Inventoty.
Ananalysis of the data, summarized in Table 4.6, indicated that
there was no significant difference between ·the groups at the .05 level
of significance. The significance of F was .124. The null hypothesis
was not rejected.

The third null hypothesis stated:
There will be no significant difference (p • .05) between
the two groups on the development of socialization as
measured by the California Psychological Inventory.
Ananalysis of the data, summarized in Table 4.6. indicated that
there was no significant difference between the groups at the .05 level
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of significance. The significance ofF was .67. The null hypothesis was
not rejected.

The fourth null hypothesis stated:
There will be no significant difference (p = .05) between
the two groups on the development of tolerance as
measured by the California Psychological Inventory.
Ananalysis of the data, summarized in Table 4.6, indicated that

there was no significant difference between the groups at the .05 level
of significance. The signifir.ance ofF was .63. The null hypothesis was

not rejected.

Statistical analysis of the quantitative data indicated no significant
difference (pa.05) to exist between the two groups on any of the four
specified character traits. These results, however, did not conclusively
answer the fourth research question. The statistical product of this
limited experiment cannot be relied upon to completely answer
whether or not an adventure education course in the traditional college
curriculum was influencing the character development of the college

students involved.

The CPI instrument may simply not have been

sensitive enough to pick up changes in character over such a short

period of time. Therefore, in order tg more completely and accurately
answer the research question, the analysis of the pcsttest questionnaire
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was also considered with question four in mind.

The anecdotal

information it contained contributed to a more complete understanding
of the experimental effects on character development. The analysis can
be found immediately following Table 4.6 in this chapter.
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Table 4.4
Statistical Description Of The Scores From The California Psycholoiical
Inventory On The Aerobic Exercise Group

Minimum

Maximum

43

20

32

25.65

3.13

43

19

32

25.90

3.46

Sal

43

11

26

19.72

3.34

Sa2

43

13

27

19.84

3.74

So 1

43

19

43

31.21

5.69

So 2

43

15

40

31.58

5.63

To 1

43

10

30

22.28

4.23

To 2

43

10

29

22.35

4.24

Re 1•

0

1 represents the pretest

"

2 represents the posttest
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Table 4.5
Statistical Description Of The Scores From The California Psycbologica1
Inyentocy On The Adventure Education Grolij)

Minimum

Maximum

Re 1•

45

17

33

26.40

4.03

Re zt•

45

16

35

25.73

4.40

Sal

45

15

27

21.09

3.15

Sa2

45

13

27

21.69

3.07

So 1

45

16

41

31.40

5.22

So 2

45

16

41

31.33

5.90

To 1

45

16

31

24.00

3.55

To 2

45

15

31

23.40

3.42

•

1 represents the pretest

-

·2

repres~nts

the posttest
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Table 4.6
SUJD!D81Y OfTheAnBlJsis of Covariance On The

Cbaracter Traits From The California Psycholoiicallnventoey

Source

Sum

Degrees

Mean

of

of

of

Square

Variation

Square

Freedom

Responsibility

14.32

1

14.32

Error

541.38

85

6.37

Self-Acceptance

12.36

1

12.36

E~r

434.55

85

5.112

Socialization

3.28

1

3.28

Error

1523.00

85

17.92

Tolerance

1.43

1

1.43

Error

512.00

85

6.024

F

p

2.25

0.137

2.42

0.124

0.183

0.670

0.237

0.628
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AnalYSis ofPosttest Questionnaire

An open

~nded

questionnaire was given to both the adventure

education group and the aerobic exercise group at the end of the
treatment period. Thirty-seven from each group were returned. The
purpose of this questionnaire was to see if the responses would indicate
any perceived changes by the subjects.

Each questionnaire was

examined and answers for each question were recorded and put into
similar categories or set apart as singular ideas. The results of the
aerobic exercise group were then compared to the adventure education
group.

Summaries of these comparisons will be covered in the

remaining section of this chapter. Speculations formulated to account
for the different responses will be discussed in Chapter Five.

Question One: What did you expect to learn in this class?
A close study of the responses to this question revealed the
subjectgl expectations to be as follows:
Aerobic Exercise Group - This group had fairly uniform
expectations, to !earn physical and technical skills (hard skills) related
to

~ce

routines, fitness programs, and anatomy.

Adventure Education Group - This group•s expectations varied
widely but the notion of learning hard skills was noticeably absent
.They expected to learn abstract concepts (soft skills) and experience
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physical adventure or psychological challenges.

Answers included

learning fun .new things; overcoming

developing

fears;

trust,

confidence, and teamwork; and learning more about self.

Question Two: Did you learn anything you did not expect, if ayes•
what was it?
A close study of the responses to this question revealed the
following patterns:
Aerobic Exercise Group - The majority of the comments indicated
~..at

the •unexpected11 learning continued to take place in the hard

skills domain.

Calculation of resting and training heart rates, new

exercise routines, and cardiovascular fitness levels were mentioned.
However, seven of the 25 comments concerned abstract concepts such
as seeing the value of exercise and the enjoyment or dislike of exercise.
Adventure Education Group - Forty-two comments were recorded
in this group as compared to only 25 in the aerobic group. Only two

comments dealt with the hard skills of belaying and rappelling, the rest
commented on development in the affective domain.

Many did not

expect to learn such a range of interpersonal skills, from how to
develop trust and confidence to how to handle and overcome fears.
Five subjects stated that they learned they were able to extend their
previously self-imposed physical limits.
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Question Three: Did you learn anything in this course which has
helped you in other areas of your life, if "yes• what was it?
A close study of the responses to this question revealed the

following patterns:
Aerobic Exercise Group - Twelve subjects indicated receiving no
extraneous benefits from this class. Of the 25 comments made on this
question the majority indicated that the course also helped them realize
that exercise and self-discipline increased their overall positive feelings
about themselves. Some developed a personal exercise program and
many realized that exercise decreased their stress levels.
Adventure Education Group - This group made many comments
(50) most of which were restatements of earlier answers.

Their

increase in self-confidence, confidence in taking risks, and effective
interpersonal skills were all skills they learned and found useful in
other areas of their life. Learning how to push themselves beyond their
preconceived limits, how to handle failure, and how to cooperate and
trust other individuals were also repeatedly mentioned.

Question Four: What do you think you will remember about this
course two years from now?
A close study of the responses to this question revealed the

following patterns:
Aerobic Exercise Group - The majority of the co!Ih-nents were
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split between remembering the hard skills and exercise techniques
versus the importance of exercise and the enjoyment they had in the
class.
Adventure Education Group - Hard skills were not listed as
Bomething anyone would remember. The three moet often mentioned
memories in this group were categorized as: going beyond their fears,
the interaction and work shared with the other members of the class,
and just the fun and crazy times they experienced.

Some listed the

experience of completing particular elements or activities and a few
mentioned the thrilL excitement, and sense of achievement they had
experienced.

Question Five: If you could repeat any experience, emotion, or
feeling what would it be, why?
A close st'.ldy of t.'le responses to this question revealed the

following patterns:
Aerobic Exercise Group - The majority of responses in this group
dealt with feelings the subjects experienced after their work out
Twelve wanted to repeat the feeling of complete relaxation after the
class.

Some wanted to relive the feeling of pride, accomplishment,

effort. and self-improvement A few mentioned the enjoyment of being
outdoors and appreciating the natural beauty while they exercised and
one wanted to experience the enthusiasm of the instructor again.
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Adventure Education Group - The majority of response~ in this
group were similar to the aerobic group in regard to the common
desire to repeat the feeling experienced after completing a difficult
activity, not necessarily the activity itself. Of course the feelings were
different for both groups. The adventure group wanted to experience

again the excitement of overcoming their fears, their relief at
succeeding. and the pleasure or satisfaction of accomplishing
something difficult, especially if it forced them to go beyond their
preconceived limits. Some also named a thrilling element that they
wanted to repeat and a few wanted to repeat the feeling of trust,
confidence, and comradery they experienced with their classmates.

Question Six: Was this course a significant part of your college
experience, why or why not?
A close study of the responses to this question revealed the
following patterns:
Aerobic Exercise Group - Seven of the 37 respondents indicated
that this course was not significant They either did not care for the

work involved or felt they already had a healthy exercise program in
their life. Most responses indicated that the coW"Se was significant
because theyfma.lly realized the benefits of exercise, it made them feel
good about themselves, improved their appearance and self-confidence,
and ·increased their enjoyment of life.
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Advento""'--e Education Group - Everyone in this group thought the
course was significant Many indicated strong affirmative reactions.
Nine felt that it was one of the few, if not only, course in college that
they enjoyed.

They liked the active learning.

There were many

comments on the community experience and close relationships that
were formed Many thought the class was exciting and rewarding a'ld
they learned skills relevant to iife. They learned how to relax and find
the cor.fidence to take chances.

They learned about themselves.

Unlike the aerobic group, this self-knowledge was not limited to the
realization of the

intrir~ic

values of a healthy physical activity. The

adventure group gained self-knowledge on a broad spectrum of living
skills. They dealt with the value of community, trust in interpersonal
relationships, risk taking, and learning styles.

Question Seven: Do you think this course has changed you.? If
yes, in what way? If no, why not?
A close study of the responses to this question revealed the
following patterns:
Aerobic Exercise Grou.p - Six indicated no change because they
always had an appreciation for the benefits of exercise. The majority,
however, indicated that they were more aware of the importance of
exercise and how it can reduce stress, be fun, and make them feel
-happier and better about themselves. Many indicated that they became
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more health conscious or healthier and felt more in control of their
body and their life.
Adventure Education Group - Evecy questionnaire in this group
indicated that a positive chsr..ge had t:llien place.

An increase in

confidence and willingness to take risks were changes most often
mentioned. Many also mentioned an increase in self-knowledge. trust.
and interpersonal skills as a result of participation in the course.

Scale of Cbaracter Changes
The second section of the questionnaire consisted of eight
questions set up on a three point scale.

Two opposing character

descriptors were given along with a neutral midpoint option.
Descriptors were selected which related to the four character traits
being identified by the CPI instrument

~he

subjects were told to

indicate whether they had perceived themselves to have changed in the
direction of either one of the descriptors. If they felt they had not
changed substantially in either direction they were to circle "No
Change.• The responses on this scale are summarized in Table 4.7. It
should be noted that 13 subjects in the aerobic group indicated 11NO
Change• for evecy single set of descriptor as compared to only 1 subject
in the adventure group.

The adventure group also indicated more

changes toward.: the desirable descriptors.
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Table 4.7
TallY Of Results For The Scale Of PerceiVed Ch§Iacter Cbanies
From The Q1 tHlitatiye Questionnaire
Character Traits

Aerobic Group

Adventure Group

Confident •
No Change

17

31

18

Unassuming

2

5
1

Keep in Background
No Change
Likes To Be With People

25

0
20

11

17

Shy

e

1

1

0

No Change
Sociable •

28

See Stlf as Talented •
No Change
Others are Better

24

21
15

1

1

Responsible •
No Change
Less Concern with Duty

10
25
2

22
14
1

Resists Rules/Regulations
No Change
Accepts Rules/Regulations

1
32

25

4

10

Easy to Conform
No Change
Hard to Conform

3
32
2

28

h"ltc!e:ant of Different Values
No Change
Tclerant of Different Values

0
28

1
20

9

16

8

12

19
18

1

5
4

Interesting Ditrerences
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Chapter 5
Swpmacy. Conclusions. and Recommendations

The

relationship

between

adventure

education

programs,

character development. and recommendations for reforming the
curriculum in higher education was investigated in this research. This
chapter will present a brief summary of the investigation, a discussion
of the conclusions drawn from the study, and provide recommendations
for future research.

SUilUllalY

The main research question to be investigated in this study was if
the utilization of adventure education programs could provide an effective
alternative for enhancing the college undergraduate experience. Initial
research consisted of performing an indepth study of higher education's
curriculum reform literature and studies published on adventure
education programs.

The second line of research focused on an

experimental study designed to see if an adventure education program
located in the traditional college curriculum was, in fact. affecting the
character of the students.
The development of adventure education and the proven effects of
adventure education programs in various iocations were studied and

75
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recorded.

Higher education curriculum needs and recommendations

were also studied and recorded.

Specific components discovered in

the curriculum reform literature were then correlated with attributes
discovered in the adventure education literatute. The interrelationship
that developed provided a theoretical rationale from which to propose
the use of adventure education programs as an innovated alternative to
address some of the curriculum concerns in higher education. The
following components were those found to be both recommended for
development in the college cuniculum and those positively affected by
participation in various adventure education programs: reasoning and
thinking skills, decision making skills, responsibility. moral and ethical
development. self-confidence, self-esteeMt realistic self-image. selftesting. identity, socialization, interpersonal skills, social responsibility,
active experiential education, and appreciating the relationship
between science, technology. and ecology.
The next step in this research was the implementation of a quasi
experimental study that would study the effects of a specific adventure
education course currently operating in the traditional college
curriculum. Would participation in an adventure education course affect
the character development of the college student?
character traits

were

targeted:

responsibility.

Four specifie
self-acceptance,

socialization, and tolerance.

Research was conducted at a small highly selective V!rginian
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university dwing the spring of 1991. An experimental group consisted
of the students in two adventure education courses. Students in an
aerobic exercise class made up the control group.

The California

Psychological Inventory (CPI) was administered to the str.Jdents during
the first week of classes and again thirteen weeks later to detect
character changes.
ANCOVA method.

Scores on !our scales were studied using the
None of the scores on the four character scales

(responsibiiity, self-acceptance, socialization, and tolerance) were found
to be significantly influenced by the treatment at the .05 leveL
A qualitative questionnaire was also administered along with the

posttest to uncover self-perceived character changes of the subjects.
Each questionnaire was examined and answers for each question were
recorded and put into similar categories or set apart as singular ideas.
The results of the aerobic exercise group were compared to the
adventure education group. The qualitative questiormaire revealed the
following differences between the treatment and the control groups:

1. The expectations and actual learning that took place in the
aerobic exercise class focused on hard or technical skills.

The

adventure education class expected and learned more soft or affective
sk~.

2. Everyone in the adventure education group as compared to

two-thirds of the aerobic exercise group felt their class helped them in
other areas of their life.

The aerobic exercise group stated that
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improved physical health. stress reduction, and positiv~ self-concepts
were extraneous benefits. The adventure education group learned more
skills in the affective domain that were making a difference in other
areas of their life. Their improved self-confidence and interpersonal
skills benefited all their social relationships. Learning to go beyond
their preconceived limits and their improved comfort with adventure
and risk takiP.g was said to affect career se::rrches, graduate school
decisions, and social relationships.
3. The components that each group would want to remember and
repeat were similar only to the extent that 1/3 of the aerobic group, as
compared to 4/S•s of the adventure group, seemed to

appreci~.ted

the

euphoric state they experienced after completing a difficult activity.
The majority of the aerobic exercise group again stated more concrete
technical skills while the adventure group .was more concerned with
experiences in the affective domain and interpersor&8.1 support and
development
4. The two groups differed on whether or not they considered
their course to be a significant part of their college experience and/or a
life changing experience. In the aerobic group eight did not see it as
significant and eleven did not think the course had changed them.
Those who replied focused on the important benefits of an exercise
program.

Everyone in the adventure group perceived the course as

significant and all but three indicated that t.'ley thought the course had
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changed them.

Replies from this group focused on personal

discoveries, •community experience•, confidence, risk taking, and
enjoyment of active learning.
5. In regard to the

subjec~

perception of character changes as

measured on the three point scale, thirteen of the aerobic exercise
subjects and only one of the adventure education subjects indicated •no
change• for all eight factors. That is to say that more people in the
adventure education group perceived themselves to change, and to
change towards the desirable character descriptor. The following four
descriptors are worthy of note because of the overwhelmingly positive
scores of the adventure education group in these directions: confident.
responsible, sociable, and sees self as talented

Conclusions

The initial research in this investigation was based on an indepth
study of the literature and relied heavily on qualitative analysis. The
quasi-experimental study also provided qualitative information. This
type of inductive research can establish conclusions only wit..h some
degree of probability. However, the expectation is that the consistency
of the results in the various studies will be depicted as the convergence
of independent lines and point the reader to the same conclusions as
this researcher. It was concluded from the present study that the main
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research question could be answered in the affirmative. Adventure
education programs could provide an effective alternative for
enhancement cf the college undergraduate experience.

However, the

precise elttent of that enhancement could not be quantitatively proven
in this study.
Based on the literature study it was concluded that (a) various
adventure programs have demonstrated their ability to positively effect

higher education should be concerned with the development of student
character, and

(c) the recommendations concerning character

development in higher education curriculums did correlate with the
character traits that adventure education programs encourage.

The

above conclusions provided the basis for a theoretical rationale which
proposed that adventure education programs could provide colleges
with an effective and innovative alternative to enhance the college
experience with regard to character development
The second line of research, the quasi-experimental study, did
not produce hard data in support of this rationale. The experimental
study failed to indicated any statistically significant changes in the four
targeted personality traits as measured by the California Psychological
Inventory.

However, there are a few factors which

shC~uld

be

considered and could have contributed to the inconsistency in these
results with the previously cited research. It should be remembered
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that in quasi-experimentai studies, where experimental units are not

randomly assigned. an overlooked or uncontrollable variable may bias
the results.

Some possibilities include the teaching style of the

professor as being an overriding influence shrouding the course content
or subjects• haphazard completion of the CPI because of annoyance or
lack of interest.

There is also the concern that the CPI was not

sensitive enough to detected changes in character over a short time
span. A change in character may take some time to manifest itself as
the individual may need to internalizes the new knowledge and once
again be confronted with situations that support the decision or desire
to change.
While no hard data was produced from the quasi-experimental
study it did provide qualitative support The qualitative questionnaire
used in the research provided anecdotal .infonnation to support
character development. The following are some quotes taken from the
qualitative questionnaires of the adventure education group. They are
presented in lieu of hard facts to help the reader better understand the
basis for the the above speculations.
interpersonal

skills~and

Confidence, responsibility,

risk taking were traits most often perceived by

the subjects in the adventure education group as being positively
influenced by their participation in the course.
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ayes, I learned that fear doesn't go away, you just learn to deal
with fear.•
'Yes, (this has helped me in other areas of my life) I have learned to
be more trusting of others and have more confidence in my own abilities. •
'Yes,(this has helped me in other areas of my life) I think rm
more detewJned when something is ha.--d fer me.•
•Yes, (this has helped me in other areas of my life) I learned how to
instill trust in others and help them overcome their fears. I alao learned
how exciting it can be to just tak~ a chance and go for something.•
'Yes, (this course has changed me)

rm less afraid of people, more

willing to try new things, and less afraid of new things.•
•J•ve learned that fear is only part of the process, not the end of itt•
(In other areas of my life this course has helped me learn) •How
to try even when you're afraid and how to encourage and work with
others even when you'd prefer to do it alone .... rve become more
determined to keep trying...•
(In other areas of my life this course has helped me learn) •self-

confidence and trust in others.

And desire/ability to assist others.

Also: could do things which made me feel good about myself when
muc):l else was going wrong.•
'Yes. (I have changed) J•m more willing to push myself beyond my
limits.•
11

1 believe it was (a significant part of my college experience)
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because it taught me things I never learned in my other classes - where
sitting and studying was the norm. I learned more about myself and my
capabilities.•
"Yes, (it is a significant part of my college experience) thiG is the
best P.E. class that I've had. I always wanted to go to class.

The

support and comradery of the group was also different from some of my
other classes, which tend not to be as personal. I also learned skills
that will have more relevance in my life. •

At this point the difficulty of producing conclusive, statistically
significant proof should be put into proper perspective.

New or

innovative courses are often asked to prove their impact or value before
receiving acceptance in the curriculum. However, for the last five to
ten years the assessment or accountability movement within higher
education has had difficulty in isolating or proving the influence that
traditional programs or courses have had on students. The literature
cited in this research lamented the fact that the rollege experience was
not building the character of the student, as it was assumed to do in the

past

However, even with these facts against them, the incumbent

liberal arts courses are accepted as part of the needed college!
experience.
The irony is that the reforms being called for are hard to
implement because they deal with t.l!e abstract, development in the
affective domain. and qualitative descriptors of the ideal graduate. Yet
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the administrators in charge are products of the system and may be
unable to deal with the abstract and want quantitative, concrete,
technically significant proof of innovative programs. They may overlook
possible solutions because they have been taught to sccept t>nly hard
facts. Our inability to solve the problem may be a result of the problem.
Statistically significant data is important but speculation encourages
thinking skills and reasoning (Bogdan & Biklen. 1982), some of the
very components recommended for development in the curriculum.

Recommendations

The diversity of higher education institutions and the affective
components involved guarantee that there will not be one curriculum
that is clearly superior to all others or that fits the mission of all
colleges. Also, despite their demand for data, curriculum decisions are
usually dependent on judgement not proof (Carnegie Foundation, 1977}.

Therefore, tile decision of which curriculum recow.mendations are
important and the choice of an effective solution will remain open to
interpretations.

This research does not provide the final answers

concerning the relative merits of adventure education programs in
answering the curriculum needs cf higher education.
investigation in this area is recommended in

ord~r

Further

better understand

the ·process of character development in both adventure education
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programs and in higher education curriculums. College administrators
need access to useful and pertinent information so that they can at least
be well informed concerning the relative merits of adventure education
programs when they are making their decisions.
The following recommendations are made based on the findings
of this research:

1.

It is recommended that this study be replicated with the addition

of a longitudinal study to determine if character changes may have
been latent or if perceived changes were enduring. Also, more
character traits could be measured on the CPI to determine if the
program was affecting a.&"ly other characteristics.
2.

It is recommended that this study be expanded to investigate the
effectiveness cf various locations of adventure programs in higher
education. Do adventure orientation programs for freshmen and
student sponsored recreational adventure trips provide the same
affect on student character? Due to limited use, many in higher
edt~cstio!i. may be

ignorant of possible locations for different types

of adventure programs and their relative impact.
3.

It is recommended that all adventure education programs
·institute and/or maintain reliable evaluations or?. the effectiveness
of their programs in order to contribute to the research data. Are
character changes consi&tently taking place and what components
are responsible for affecting this change? This research could
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prove invaluable for designing effective programs.
4

The qualitative questionnaire used in this research should be refined
and tested for reliability and validity. Or, another instrument should
be developed in order to facilitate the analysis of the anecdotal
material.

5.

It is recommended that research be conducted to determine if

various types of institutions, with particular missions/objectives,
can utilize adventure programs to address their individual needs.

Will an effective adventure program in a large research university

be a& effective if duplicated at a small liberal arts college?

6.

It is recommended that research be conducted which utilizes
psychclcgical studies to determine what triggers character
cha.~ges

and influences

th~

affective domain. Haw is reasoning,

responsibility, and critical thinking actually developed?

Does

adventure education have the inherent ability to trip these
triggers?
7.

It is recommended that research be conducted on the instructors

involved in adventure education. How much do their personalities
detract or contribute to the experience?

Do the instructors

possess the positive character traits which th~y attempt to teach?
8.

It is recommended that more research be conducted to explore
other possible benefits of adventure education programs. Present
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retention rate. Could racial integration or lower suicide rates be
conclusively attributed to the programs?

Change. in institutions of higher

educatic~

iB notoriously slow and

does not always follow logical conclusions. Kerr ( 1982) would say that
while universities often change the world by their actions, they resist
changing themselves. This researcher does not suffer from illusions of
grandeur. The lethargic and irrational nature of college innovations are
accepted.

However, reforms occasionally slip through and maybe this

research will make a difference.

As the old man walked t.lie beach at dawn, he notice a young
man ahead of him picking up starfish and flinging them into the sea.
Finally, catching up to the youth, he asked him why he was

doing this. The answer was that the stranded starfish would die if
left in the morning sun.
"But the beach goes on for miles and there are millions of
starfish: countered the other.

"How can your efforts make any

difference?' The young man looked at the starfish in his hand and
then threw him safely in the waves. "It makes a difference to this
one," he said.
(Anonymous, cited in Schoel &. Stratton, 1990)
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